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1. Keepoint Torrent
Download can display,
type and edit documents
such as notes, web
pages, images, PDF,
Excel file and more. It
works on Windows and
Macintosh operating
systems. 2. Keepoint
comes with a network
edition of the software.
You can use Keepoint on
network computers and
share your research,
notes, websites and
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images using other
computers. 3. Keepoint
can display, type and
edit documents such as
notes, web pages,
images, PDF, Excel file
and more. It works on
Windows and Macintosh
operating systems. 4.
Keepoint can browse the
web, search the web,
remember web pages,
and create detailed
search histories of web
pages you have visited.
5. Keepoint can filter
your web search results,
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and show or hide
specific web pages in
your search history. 6.
Keepoint can not only
remind you about tasks
that you have to do but
also remind you about
anything, including
holidays, appointments
and birthdays. 7. For
users who are looking
for an easy-to-use
knowledge management
program, Keepoint is a
perfect choice. 8. You
can even keep a local
copy of web pages on
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your computer. 9.
Keepoint is compatible
with MySql/PostgreSQL,
Microsoft Access, MS
SQL Server
2000/2005/2008, Ingres,
Informix, DB2, Oracle.
You can import and
export data into Excel.
10. Keepoint is a 100%
Freeware product. 11.
You can save searches
and notes into a file to
access them whenever
you want. 12. Keepoint
is friendly to Windows
95/98/Me/NT/2000/XP.
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13. It supports multiple
languages. 14. Keepoint
7 is the basic version of
Keepoint 7. It supports
basic network browsing,
document viewing and
editing. It comes with
one thousand webpages
web archive. 15.
Keepoint 7 PRO is the
version of Keepoint 7,
which can support up to
one hundred thousand
webpages and edit your
saved files of up to one
million webpages. It
supports network
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browsing, document
viewing and editing. It
offers more functions
including a user-friendly
automatic spelling
checker, network search
tool, a note manager, a
task manager, language
translation, a complete
dictionary, a built-in web
crawler, etc. It supports
the function of syncing
data between
computers, and allows
you to share your saved
searches and notes with
other members of your
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team. 16. Keepad is the
network version of Keep

Keepoint License Keygen Latest

Find, organise, annotate,
manage and share your
web research with a
degree of ease that
previously only the
complex, or those with
the money to do it, have
enjoyed. Keepoint Crack
can be used as a
standalone, or part of a
browser-based computer
that is used as a web
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browsing companion.
Even the simplest
research tasks require
hours of concentration.
Keepoint's interactive
features allow you to
research effortlessly,
wherever you are, at
whatever time suits you.
The simplicity of the
interface and the wide
variety of features make
research a pleasure.
Keepoint automatically
and effortlessly searches
the World Wide Web for
URLs and words of the
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text in the body of a web
page. Keepoint then lists
and displays the
collected information for
you in a pleasing and
logical way. You can
refer back to previous
searches to quickly sort
and annotate new
findings. You can create
annotations directly into
the search results in
various formats.
Keepoint organizes your
web information in a set
of linked entries. You
can view these in
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several useful ways and
keep them private or
shared. Keepoint helps
you understand what
the internet holds for
you, and you can share
your insights through a
variety of outlets. You
can help Keepoint
search the web for you
by setting a folder of
web pages and words,
defining your search
categories and the web
pages and words you
want to include in the
search results. What's
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New in Keepoint Pro?
Keepoint 7 Pro: Add
search to the web pages
(or the words) you want
to annotate Select
search results in the list
of links and add them to
an existing annotation.
Make a note of your
annotation location Click
on the graph to resume
the search. Saves web
pages to individual files
with custom names
Saves web pages in a
folder for easy searching
Make a note of your
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annotation location
Saves web pages in a
folder with a custom
name for easy searching
Change the folder name.
Shows / hides
annotation links Lets you
add web pages to the
current annotation
(requires click and save
feature for saving in'red'
folder) Lets you add a
timestamp for your
annotation Save the
result links in a folder for
easy searching Lets you
mark a page as a
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duplicate by name. Lets
you hide a page from
the search results Lets
you mark a page as a
duplicate by name. New
Page with names for
your annotations. Select
'Edit this page' in each
link Click'search again'
3a67dffeec
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Keepoint Activation Code With Keygen

* A powerful research
engine for web pages *
A rich archive for web
page information * A
great way to organize
web pages into
information bundles * A
wonderful tool for
annotating web pages *
Manage on-line access
to all data * Remote
access to databases *
File, Search and Share
your information with
other Keepoint users *
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Import / export
information in various
formats * Expand your
database with text,
image, audio and video
files * Display
information from web
page images * Search all
the pages of a web site *
Learn & remember
features allowing you to
capture information
about web pages *
Works with Windows
2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8,
8.1, and 10 operating
systems * Works with
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Internet Explorer 8,
Firefox, Google Chrome
and Safari * Works with
Internet Explorer 9,
Firefox, Google Chrome
and Safari * Works with
Internet Explorer 10,
Firefox, Google Chrome
and Safari * Works with
Internet Explorer 11,
Firefox, Google Chrome
and Safari * Works with
Internet Explorer 11,
Firefox, Google Chrome
and Safari 1.
TESTIMONIAL:
GeekTESTimonial are
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very efficient. They were
able to put together an
HTML, graphics and web
page in a way that
completely changed the
functionality of a project
for which I was involved.
The web site was built to
reflect the ethics and
values of an
independent
organization. The results
were terrific. The
response from users of
the site has been
extremely positive.
James Kingson
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KEEPONTESTIMONIAL:
KEEPONTESTIMONIAL
have been a pleasure to
work with and they
understand the needs of
online businesses. They
have done a great job
establishing a number of
e-learning solutions. The
keepsake e-learning
keepsake is an
important feature that
presents valuable,
contextually rich
information, as and
when it is needed.
KEEPONTESTIMONIAL is
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an expert at online
training for the internet
and online training is
essential for success.
Alastair Cowan
KEEPONTESTIMONIAL:
KEEPONTESTIMONIAL
have been a pleasure to
work with and they
understand the needs of
online businesses. They
have done a great job
establishing a number of
e-learning solutions. The
keepsake e-learning
keepsake is an
important feature that
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presents valuable,
contextually rich
information, as and
when it is needed.
KEEPONTESTIMONIAL is

What's New In Keepoint?

Keepoint is the web-
based information
management and web
search engine
specifically designed to
save, organize, and
apply your web research
in a fun, easy, and
powerful way. Fully
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supported by the 21+
millions peple who are
active on the internet,
Keepoint provides a new
way to work with your
valuable web research.
Keepoint helps to
organize the vast
information available on
the web into one
convenient, easy to use
place. Keepoint is also
an easy to use web
content catalog,
showing content
classified in various
categories (e.g., Nature
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or Scandals). Each piece
of content is associated
with a photo, a
screenshot of the web
page where the content
is located (if available),
or its title, url, and body.
Keepoint allows you to
save and annotate your
web searches with tags,
titles, links and notes.
The results of your
search are then
organized into a unique
space, you can share
your search with friends
and colleagues and work
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effectively on an
unlimited set of pages.
Keepoint power comes
from the unique set of
tools - Keepad and
Keepad Pro - that
enables Keepoint users
to effectively annotate
their content, making it
into a multi-media
document. Keepad
allows you to annotate
an unlimited set of web
pages, and keep pages
up to date, adding
updates. Keepad is
simply powered by
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Keepoint. Keepoint is
distributed freely over
the internet for all
internet users, and is
supported by a
convenient freeware
functionality that allows
you to restore pages
from your Keepoint
temporary or permanent
space to access them at
any time. - The most
important features of
Keepoint Keepoint offers
you the following: A
separate, easy to use
space where you can
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store your valuable web
research. Add as many
web pages as you need
to the space. Organize
your web pages by tags,
add tags of your own, or
get suggestions from
others. Save an
unlimited amount of
content from the web
pages that interest you.
Add notes that can be
linked to web pages or
add links to web pages.
Store all your web pages
in the "My Pages" space;
get a list of pages you
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have worked on. Store
unlimited web pages as
"Temp" pages in a page
space that will not be
deleted as long as you
wish. Restore pages
from your temporary
pages when you want to
have access to them.
Find web pages based
on the search terms you
enter. Search the
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System Requirements For Keepoint:

Minimum requirements:
CPU: Intel® Core™ i5
2400 (3.4 GHz, 8 GB
RAM, DirectX 11.0) OS:
Windows 7/8/8.1/10
Recommended
requirements: CPU:
Intel® Core™ i7 2600
(3.4 GHz, 16 GB RAM,
DirectX 11.0) Official
website: Screenshots
(2D): Screenshots (3D):
How

Related links:
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